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Mrs. Martin Luther King Fails To Show Monday

By Daryl E. Smith and Craig R. Turner

The announcement printed in The A&T Register, September 10, saying that Coretta King would speak in Harrison Auditorium, turned out to be a mistake when Mrs. King failed to appear Monday.

The occasion was designed to be a platform speech by Mrs. King and John Lewis, executive director for the Voter Registration League, on soliciting students to register and vote in the upcoming elections, in North Carolina and the national election.

Jimmie T. Barber, Greensboro City Councilman, opened the program by telling those present to "participate broadly and effectively in the political process."

Rev. Cleo McCoy offered prayer to the audience, followed by Barber introducing the Honorable Henry Faye, Representative from the State House of Representatives in Raleigh.

Representative Faye informed the audience how important John Lewis' voter registration drive has been toward developing participation from Black people across the country. "I credit the work of his organization for a lot of registered voters," he said.

Dr. Lewis C. Dowdy, chancellor, told the attentive audience that Mrs. King would speak in Harrison Auditorium, following a program by telling those present "to participate broadly and effectively in the political process."

Continuing, Gray said, "If we can identify combinations of hormones which give us multiple ovulations, we could select twins born in North Carolina. Twin cows, that is."

"We believe in the Declaration of Independence and the Bill of Rights. All we are doing is to give America a taste of what it will be like to live in a democracy."

Bert Hall, vice chairman of the Guilford County Board of Commissioners, then introduced John Lewis, the guest speaker.

Lewis then told the audience that Mrs. Coretta King would not be at the program because she had personal problems with her children. (See Lewis, Page 3)
INTE To Be Given Three Times

Students completing teacher preparation programs may take the National Teacher Examinations on any of the three different test dates announced by Educational Testing Service, a nonprofit, educational organization which prepares and administers this testing program.

Dates for the testing of prospective teachers are November 13, February 19, 1977, and July 16, 1977. The tests will be given at nearly 400 locations throughout the United States, ETS said.

Results of the National Teacher Examinations are used by many large school districts as one of several factors in the selection of new teachers and by several states for certification or licensing of teachers. Some colleges also require all seniors preparing to teach to take the examinations.

On each full day of testing, prospective teachers may take the Common Examinations which measure their professional preparation and general educational background and an Area Examination which measures their mastery of the subject they expect to teach.

Prospective candidates should contact the school systems in which they seek employment, or their colleges, for specific advice on which examinations to take and on which dates they should be taken.

The Bulletin of Information for Candidates contains a list of test centers, and general information about the examinations, as well as a Registration form. Copies may be obtained from college placement officers, school personnel departments, or directly from National Teacher Examinations, Box 911, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey 08540.

Williams Holds Library Position

Ms. Alice D. Williams has been named the administrative assistant to the director of the F. D. Bluford Library.

Ms. Williams is a 1975 Summa Cum Laude graduate of A&T and was also a member of the Alpha Chi National Honor Society in the field of Political Science.

She expressed great pleasure at her appointment to the library. "I am proud to be a graduate of A&T. It follows that I am equally proud to be an employee of the University."

A&T Register Staff Workshop, Saturday, September 18

Time: 10 a.m.-12 p.m., 1 p.m.-3 p.m.

Photography And Layout—Register Office Reporting—Graham Hall Auditorium Staff members must be there!

Sweet Chariot.

I'm an Air Force officer and this is my sweet chariot. When I visit home people are happy to see me. And proud. They say I'm doing my part in the community by showing the young people and the adults that you really can make it. You really can get your share of the good life.

I also feel good about my position in the Air Force community. I'm a leader there, too. I'm someone the other brothers and sisters I meet in the service can look to. And it reassures them to know they have a voice in Air Force matters that concern them.

The Air Force needs more leaders...pilots...aircrew members...math majors...science and engineering majors. You might be one of them and the best way to find out is in an Air Force ROTC program. There are two, three, and four-year programs. Scholarship and non-scholarship. Why not look into all of them and see if one fits your plans? It's worth it, brother.

CONTACT: AIR FORCE ROTC CAMPBELL HALL NC A&T STATE UNIV.

Tel. 379-7741-81

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.

Ms. Alice Williams

Lt. Col. Summers Joins AFROTC

As Commander


Lt. Col. Summers is a native of Greensboro and a 1957 graduate of A&T. He was commissioned as a Second Lieutenant through this ROTC program and received a Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering. Lt. Col. Summers is the first commissionee from this detachment to head this unit.

Lt. Col. Summers also holds a Master's Degree in Computer Science from Texas A&M University.
Foundation To Award Fellowships

Inquiries about the Danforth Graduate Fellowships, to be awarded by the Danforth Foundation of St. Louis, Mo., in March 1977, are invited, according to campus representative, Dr. Theodore Mahaffey, administrative assistant.

The Fellowships are open to all qualified persons who have serious interest in careers in colleges and universities, and who plan to study for a Ph.D. in any field of study common to the undergraduate liberal arts curriculum in the United States. Approximately 60-65 Fellowships will be awarded to seniors and recent graduates who are considered "Early Entry" applicants in the Program. Another 35-40 awards will be made to postbaccalaureate persons who are called "Late Entry" applicants to persons 30-40 years of age.

Applicants for the Early Entry awards may not have undertaken any graduate professional study beyond the baccalaureate and must be nominated by Liaison Officers of their undergraduate institutions and the Danforth Foundation does not accept applications for the Early Entry Fellowships directly.

The Danforth Foundation is currently making a special effort to bring qualified Indians from the racial and ethnic minorities into the profession of teaching. Approximately 25 percent of the awards are expected to be awarded to American Indians, Blacks, Mexican-Americans, and Puerto Ricans.

The Danforth Foundation, established by the late Mr. & Mrs. William H. Danforth in 1957, is a national, educational, philanthropic organization, dedicated to enhancing the humane dimensions of life. Activities of the Foundation emphasize the theme of improving the quality of teaching and learning. The Foundation serves the following areas: higher education nationally through grant-making and program activities; and urban affairs in St. Louis through grant-making and program activities.

The Danforth Graduate Fellowship is a one-year award but is normally renewable until completion of the advanced degree or for a maximum of four years of graduate study. Fellowship stipends are based on individual need, but they will not exceed $2575 for single Fellows and $2450 for married Fellows for the academic year, plus dependency allowances for children. The Fellowship also covers required tuition and fees.

American Collegiate Poets Anthology

International Publications is sponsoring a National College Poetry Contest -- Fall Concours 1976 -- open to all college and university students desiring to have their poetry anthologized. CASH PRIZES will go to the top five poems:

- First Place: $100
- Second Place: $50
- Third Place: $25
- Fourth Place: $10
- Fifth Place: $10

AWARDS of free printing for ALL accepted manuscripts in our popular, handsomely bound and copyrighted anthology, AMERICAN COLLEGIATE POETS, will be sent to the winners immediately after deadline. I.P. will retain first publication rights for all accepted poems.

CONTEST RULES AND RESTRICTIONS:

1. Any student is eligible to submit his verse.
2. All entries must be original and unpublished.
3. All entries must be typed, double-spaced, on one side of the page only. Each poem must be on a separate sheet and must bear, in the upper left-hand corner, the NAME and ADDRESS of the student as well as the COLLEGE attended.
4. There are no restrictions on form or theme. Length of poems up to fourteen lines. Each poem must have a separate title.
5. The judges’ decision will be final.
6. Entries should be on computer paper.
7. There is one initial one dollar registration fee for the first entry and a fee of fifty cents for each additional poem. It is requested to submit no more than five poems per entrant.
8. All entries must be postmarked not later than the above deadline and fees be paid, cash, check or money order, to:

INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS
4747 Fountain Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90029

By Lynelle Stevenson

It was announced by Dave Glew, senior vice president of Marketing for Atlantic Records that fourteen new albums were released in late August.

Another new LP in the August release is the original cast recording of the musical, "Selma," a new play based on the 1965 march from Selma to Montgomery, Alabama, by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

"With the vote we'll build not a wall, but a bridge," he said. "The only way that the health and welfare of the democratic process will be strengthened, is that Black and white people will have to give all they can to the health and welfare of the democratic society, we must use our right to vote. With that ability, we will be able to build a new North Carolina, a new south, and a new America."

He continued by saying, "With the vote well build not just a good South, but a beloved South for human justice."

Lewis said to the audience that thousands of white people are going to the polls and voting.

"The only way that the health and welfare of the democratic process will be strengthened, is by Black people marching by the hundreds and thousands, to the voting booths and voting," he said.

Lewis ended his comments by saying, "Out's a struggle of a lifetime."
Students Show Rudeness

Many students were anticipating hearing Mrs. Coretta Scott King in Harrison Auditorium Monday afternoon, but she failed to appear and dozens of students simply walked out of the auditorium. They walked out just as Mrs. Barbara Kamara began to speak and as Mrs. Howard Lee was speaking.

The student's disappointment is understandable but their disappointment does not excuse their rude behavior toward Mrs. Kamara, Mrs. Lee, John Lewis and the others on the platform.

Although Mrs. King could not come, there were other speakers and they too had an important message to impart. A&T students probably have a reputation throughout the community for simply walking away from disappointments. Students have rudely walked out on other speakers over the years and they often walk away when we are losing in sports.

By now, as college students, we should be mature enough to be able to handle disappointments.

If the students who left yesterday had stayed, they surely would have learned something. Instead they acted childishly because they didn't get what they wanted and they ran away.

By Mary E. Cropps
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Will Election Bring Change?

By Daryl E. Smith

President Ford's option on the veto has led the news agencies to tabulate the number of times that he has utilized his veto power. At the last count, Ford had utilized the veto 53 times, with the Democratic Congress overriding his vetoes nine times. The Republican party has manifested the office of the presidency into an image of a hard-nosed executive struggling to keep the fiscal budget in line, the gross national product stabilized, and the number of people on unemployment rolls at a conservative estimate.

On the other hand, the Democrats would like to give the appearance that the office of the presidency has become almost an imperial presidency. The Democrats would love to approach the presidential elections with gusto and a fresh approach to the ills that plague this nation. What about the independent candidates? Men like McCarthy have ideas and solutions that need to be listened to, if not acted upon. What is frightening about this election year is the realization of both parties, that people are starting to become apathetic about the democratic process. A growing number of people are switching party lines when voting and seeking other organizations to express their opinions on the critical issues that exist today. The Democratic organization feels that the Republicans are on the way out of the White House, and they are on the way in. Just what will this election year bring? Will the Republicans and their party pull a fantastic upset in the November elections? Will the 'grits and fritz' team, if elected to the White House, lead this nation into a new era of productivity and increased co-operation between the minority races and the powers that be in this country? All of the questions are abstract in nature, and the only reasonable projection that can be assumed, is the fact that, whoever wins the presidential election, the country is ready for a change. Hopefully it will be a better one.
Capt. Boozer Joins AFROTC Staff

Captain Steven G. Boozer has joined the AFROTC staff as an Aerospace 400 Instructor. He stated that his job as an ROTC instructor is to insure that the Air Force receives highly competent and qualified personnel to be commissioned through the AFROTC program. He later gave his opinion of what he thinks of the Air Force: "I think that the Air Force is a rewarding career in regard to both compensation and job satisfaction."

"I expect to achieve a great deal of personal satisfaction by influencing and helping others to attain a commission as an officer in the United States Air Force," stated Boozer.

Capt. Boozer received his B. A. degree in Aviation Management from Auburn University in December 1969. He was commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the Air Force in June 1970, and attended Pilot Training School at Del Rio, Tex. from August 1970 to August 1971.

He was assigned to the 908th Air Refueling Squadron at Kincaloe AFB, Michigan. While at Kincaloe, Capt. Boozer served as a co-pilot in KC-135 Aircraft from August 1971 to August 1973, and also functioned as Aircraft Commander of KC-135 Aircraft from August 1973 to August 1976.

Capt. Boozer received his M. A. degree in Management and Supervision from Central Michigan University, June 1976. He is married and the father of a daughter, age 11, and a son, age 8.

Nelle’s Corner

(Continued From Page 3)

Ferry with “Let’s Stick Together”, Hot Chocolate, whose “Man to Man” LP also contains “Don’t Stop Now; Let McCann and Stanley Clarke’s “School Day.”

Lastly there were Willis Jackson’s Cotillion debut, “Plays Nelle’s Corner” from Ron Wood and Ronnie Lane, produced by Glyn Johns.

The music is serious so check it out. I’m sure there’s something in the selection for everyone.

BEGIN YOUR SALES/MANAGEMENT CAREER NOW

We market a multitude of gift products, including, necklaces, medallions, paperweights, belt buckles, chinaware, ceramics, and many other items directly to the consumer. We are seeking an individual who desires to work in sales management after graduation and can benefit from this type of experience now.

The duties include: hiring and training of college and high school students in direct marketing; sales management after training the personnel; submitting ideas for new products; customer relations; holding sales meetings; and many more.

This individual will have sales responsibility for their respective area and must be interested in the high potential income offered by commissions sales as opposed to the false security of a salaried position. This individual must be able to motivate others, while taking direction from the Sales Manager.

Applications are now available for seniors wishing to apply for Who’s Who Among American Colleges and Universities in the dean of women office on the ground floor of the Dudley Building. Deadline for returning applications is September 23.
Student Leaders Form Task Force

Student body leaders from Howard University along with student body presidents from 14 Black colleges and universities were scheduled to meet in Washington, D.C. Monday for the formal signing of a Unity-Allowance Pact.

The signing of the pact was to take place during a scheduled press conference held at 11:00 a.m. on the campus of Howard University.

The Unity-Allowance Pact was a major effort by Black institutions to establish the framework and guidelines in organizing on a national thrust to deal collectively with the problems facing these institutions and their preservation.

As a result, a core group of seven colleges met at a summit meeting in Atlanta to explore the possibility of organizing on a national level. In August, a second summit took place which decided the size of the core group to be 10 institutions members forming the Task Force for the Survival of Black Institutions of Higher Education.

The present task force, which is now working to recruit other Black colleges and universities, includes student body representatives from Alabama A&M University, Alabama State University, Arkansas at Pine Bluff, Dillard University, Florida A&M University, Howard University, Jackson State University, Kentucky State University, Morgan State University, Morris Brown College, A&T, Southern University, Tennessee State University, Texas Southern University, and Tuskegee Institute.

The task force, headed by Co-Chairpersons Cheryl Mobley from Florida A&M and Luther Brown from Howard, will also address itself to the need for maintaining lines of communications between Black institutions and to facilitate the exchange of vital data which are needed to monitor and assess the progress of each institution if they are to prevail.

A&T Researchers Will Buy Cows

(Continued From Page 1)

animals on the basis of these hormones and mate them with bulls with desirable combinations of hormones. We could then produce a more desirable way of producing beef.

The A&T researchers will purchase 40 cows and 40 bulls for their experiment. Half of the herd will comprise a control group and the other half will be the experimental group.

In addition, Gray said the researchers will also study some of the animals from Dr. Best's herd. In trying to come up with a better understanding of twinning in beef cattle, Gray said he will study such things as blood levels hormone, and physiological characteristics of the animal.

Gray is hoping that the team will be successful in discovering something important about the correlated predictors of breeding value for twinning.

"Effecting improvement of the rate of product reproduction offers one of the greatest opportunities for increasing the efficiency of beef production," he said. "In addition to the direct economic impact of more calves on profit, increased size of the calf crop allows greater selection intensities for other traits and has an important impact on overall genetic improvement."

Did You Vote Today?

Can you find the hidden occupations?

ACCOUNTANT  FARMER
ACTOR    HISTORIAN
ARTIST    JUDGE
BAKER     LAWYER
BARTENDER NURSE
BOOKKEEPER PILOT
BRICKLAYER PRIEST
CANTOR    PRINTER
CHEF      PROGRAMMER
CHEMIST   SINGER
CHIRURGIC SURVEYOR
CLERKMAN   TEACHER
DISC JOCKEY TRUCK DRIVER
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To Last Puzzles
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South Carolina State completely and utterly disposed of Delaware State 30-0 in Dover, Del., this past weekend; and it was no surprise. The Bulldogs controlled the contest from beginning to end and were never really challenged.

Coach Willie Jeffries' club used a doomsday defense which allowed the Hornets a minute 24 yards total offense. That's right, 24 yards.

To get an idea of how far that is just take 24 normal steps forward. That's all. It is beyond any kind of realization as to how anyone could virtually stop an entire football team in the course of a normal game, running somewhere in the neighborhood of 45 offensive plays.

It reminds me of last season when the Aggies went down to Orangeburg, S.C., and picked up a minus two yards rushing and lost 7-0. Now, after watching the Aggies having their heads swollen this past week into believing that they can't be stopped, it is little reason why so many folks think the Bulldogs will do the same to A&T. They may be right.

A&T can move the ball against State. They can also shut off the South Carolina offense as well. For that matter, A&T can win the ball game, but only if some of those "fat heads" delude between now and Saturday night.

By Craig R. Turner

Saturday marked the first big weekend of college football in this area and surprisingly enough there were no upsets of any note.

By Craig R. Turner

Smith compiled 136 yards with six punt returns and Lawrence's first touchdown on a 43-yard return.

N. C. Central quarterback Ricky More scored from three yards out on a keeper in the fourth quarter.

The final score came when reserve quarterback Alvin Cauthorn scored from the one on a roll out.

The win came in the opening game of the season for Central, and dropped Elizabeth City's record to 0-2.

A&T Aggies To Play
South Carolina State

By Craig R. Turner

Fresh from a convincing 30-0 victory over Delaware State last Saturday, South Carolina State will do battle with A&T this coming Saturday night at Memorial Stadium.

The 7 p.m. conference game will match the two co-champions of MEAC of a year ago. Last season South Carolina defeated the Aggies 7-0 in Orangeburg, S.C.

The Bulldogs lost later into the season to North Carolina Central. A&T went on to win the remainder of its conference games to give both clubs identical 5-1 league marks.

Head coach Willie Jeffries welcomed back 19 starters from his 9-1-1 team of a year ago.

The Bulldogs ranked tenth last season among all teams in total defense and first against rushing, by allowing only 36 yards per outing.

The main stay of the defense is Robert "Micky" Sims. Sims, a 6-6, 295 pound tackle, was All-America last season and has been All-MEAC the last two years.

The win came in the opening game of the season for Central, and dropped Elizabeth City's record to 0-2.

(See Bulldogs, Page 8)
Bulldogs Have Tough Defense

(Continued From Page 7)

All-America Harry Carson is gone via graduation. Taking over the end spot will be Johnny Moore (6-4, 225). The middle man is Charles Haynes (6-3, 255) and the weak side coverages belong to Rudolph Bryant (6-2, 220) and Bruce Jackson (6-2, 220). The linebacking core also has its share of All-MEAC players. The best of them and perhaps the best in the conference is senior Jerome Edwards (6-2, 200).

The best of the deep backs is All-America candidate Anthony Evans. Evans, at 6-1, 198 pounds, led the squad in interceptions and punting with a 38.8 yard average. He has been All-MEAC for three seasons and should be one of the top return men that the Aggies will face this season.

Guard Luther Dixon (5-11, 200) was the only Bulldog to make the first team all conference squad. Th pass catching duties will belong to tightend Keith Franklin (6-4, 215) and wide receiver Lewis Pinkston.

Bulldog coaches are very high on the sophomore Franklin and think he will be vastly improved this season. Pinkston caught 20 passes for 294 yards for a ground oriented offense.

The quarterback situation has settled on junior Jesse Prather (6-0, 180), who took over at mid season and did a considerable job. Backing him will be veteran Arbie Largoon who started three games in 1975.

The kicking game may prove to be the difference and this is where State is the strongest. Leroy Mason (6-1, 200) kicked 66 punts, 16 extra points, and connected for six field goals last year. Scouting reports point out that Mason will be much improved.

Gametime for the crucial MEAC affair is set for 7 p.m. at Memorial Stadium.

Aggies Face Top Bulldog Roster

By Archie B. Bass

A&T athletically has proven itself to be a dominant powerhouse in all sports. As an end result athletically, we lack top-notch rankings, or Division I rankings in football.

Several Aggie students were asked to comment on the topic, - should A&T go to Division I?

Shatter Manuel, a sophomore Industrial Technology major said, "I think we should because we can get more publicity as a tough athletic foe;" Alden Richardson, a senior, physical education major, stated, "I most definitely think we should go Division I because the potential and talent are here;"

Angela Watson, a junior, physical education major, stated her opinion on the subject by saying, "A&T should because it gives us an opportunity to face good competition."

Ernest Gaskins, assistant intramural director, announced Thursday that this year's program is in desperate need of more participants, especially women.

"At present, this year's intramural football program consists of only six male teams, as compared to ten or more teams last season," he replied. "Powder-puff football" will be the main type of winter game played in the women's league for the first time in A&T intramurals.

The entire program will be equalized, allowing women to compete in the same competition men compete in.

"Even though, there will be separate leagues in football intramurals, there will be a few coed games throughout the season. Horseshoe throwing and rolling hockey will possibly be added to the list of intramural games," Gaskins reported.

Concluding, he said, "Participation on behalf of all students both male and female, is the key to a successful intramural program.

Earnest Gaskins